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NORTH DAKOTA IMMUNIZATION INFORMATION SYSTEM 

MOVED OR GONE ELSEWHERE (MOGE)  

OR LOST TO FOLLOW-UP 
 

In the NDIIS, patients that are no longer associated with your facility should be set to MOGE or 
lost to follow-up.  Once a patient has been set to MOGE or lost to follow-up they will no longer 
appear in your reports or reminder/recall.  This benefits you as a provider and also assists the 
NDDoH in better determining vaccination rates. 

 

What are MOGE and Lost to Follow-up? 

 

 

 

 

 

MOVED OR GONE ELSEWHERE (MOGE) 

To be considered MOGE, the provider must have proof of one of the following: 

1. Documentation that the patient has moved out of North Dakota. 

2. Documentation of a forwarding address out of the immediate area. 

3. Documentation that the client has moved, but no forwarding address was provided. 

4. Received notification or a request for records indicating the child has transferred to 

another provider. 
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HOW DO YOU SET A PATIENT’S TO MOGE OR LOST TO FOLLOW-UP? 

1. To begin updating a patient’s MOGE status, login to the NDIIS 

2. Click on the Search hyperlink in the Client box on your home screen 

 

OTHER INFORMATION 

1. In order to change a client’s MOGE status, a provider must be the last 

provider visited for that patient (i.e. the last provider to administer a vaccine 

other than influenza to the client).  Local Public Health Unit users are able to 

update MOGE status for all clients. 

a. Local Public Health Unit and ND Department of Health users can 

update the MOGE status of any NDIIS client regardless of the last 

provider visited 

2. If a provider changes a patient’s MOGE status from MOGE or Lost to Follow-

up to Current Client, that provider will default as the last provider visited. 

3. If a patient’s MOGE status is set to MOGE or Lost to Follow-up and a 

provider enters an immunization for that patient, the status will automatically 

change back to Current Client and that provider will then become the last 

provider visited for that patient. 

LOST to FOLLOW-UP 

To be considered lost to follow-up, the following criteria must be met: 

An individual who has not responded or has not provided adequate contact 

information in response to three documented attempts at contact. 
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3. Search for your patient in the Client Lookup window using a combination of first name, last 

name and date of birth 

 

4. Select the correct patient from the generated list by double-clicking their line from the list or by 

clicking  

 

5. To access the patient’s MOGE status click on the patient’s Maintenance tab 

 

 

6. Select the patient’s new MOGE status from the drop-down box of options 
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7. If Moved or Gone Elsewhere is selected for the patient’s status, a Reason field will appear with 

another drop-down list of options to choose from 

a. This is a required field 

 

8. When a client is set to MOGE with a selected MOGE reason of “Received documentation that 

the client has moved with no forwarding address provided” or “Received documentation that 

the client moved out of North Dakota” that client will be excluded from all provider, county and 

state-level reports and coverage rates. 

9. When a client is set to MOGE with a selected MOGE reason of “Received documentation of a 

forwarding address out of the immediate area” or “Received notification or request for records 

indicating the child has transferred to another provider” that client will be excluded from all 

provider-level reports and coverage rates but will still be included in county and state-level 

reports and coverage rates. 

10. If a reason of “received documentation that the client moved out of North Dakota” or “Received 

documentation of a forwarding address out of the immediate area” is selected then you will get 

the following pop-up box on your screen: 

 

  
 

11. Click OK to remove the warning box and move to the patient’s Demographics tab to update 

their address. 
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12. If Lost to Follow-Up is selected for the patient’s status, a free text comment box will appear for 

the provider to write any information related to why the patient is being designated as lost to 

follow-up (i.e. contact attempts and methods) 

 

13. When finished updating the patient’s MOGE status, click  
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HOW DO YOU SET A PATIENT’S MOGE STATUS BACK TO CURRENT CLIENT? 

A patient’s status can be set back in two different ways: 

1. Enter a dose on the patient’s Immunization tab 

 

2. Select the “Current Client” option from the MOGE status drop-down box on the patient’s 

Maintenance tab 

 

 


